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A parade of colorful construction vehicles doing their work means plenty of joyful noise! From the

crane that lifts, lifts, lifts to the bulldozer that push, push-pushes, to the steamroller that rolls, rolls,

rolls, every machine here makes it own special sound. And the surprise ending, when the great big

mess on page one becomes a wonderful playground, is sure to leave kids pleased!Â 
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My 15-month old son adores this book. He calls it by name "tip tip diiiiig," and can recite all of the

actions in the book from pushing to mixing. The perfect book for boys obsessed with construction

equipment. The illustrations are bright and vibrant, and the text easy to follow for little guys.

Purchased this as a gift and it was a hit! Very cute book and great to read aloud. Toddlers and

preschoolers can engage and participate with the actions and words. The illustrations are bright and

colorful and the text is easy to read and follow along. Fun and cute book for little ones who enjoy

construction and building!

I took the reviews seriously and went ahead and ordered this book. Both my babies, 19 months,

now happily run to get "tip, tip" and when they see a road works vehicle, tell me if it is "push, push"

or "miss, miss" (can't quite say Mix yet!) or whatever. They do love this simple repetitive little book.

clever idea for language development in little ones.



I have my maters in literacy for grades 1-6, and along with having two toddlers I give this book two

thumbs up.The pictures are beautiful.The storyline is simple, repetitive, and easy to follow.And it can

relate to both my toddlers who are 2 and 4.

My 2-year-old son is obsessed with this series. The book is more than gently used...I would say in

was heavily used and shows quite a lot of wear. But luckily, board books are durable and my son

doesn't care! He's so happy to have this after having Toot Toot, Beep Beep and Tap Tap, Bang

Bang for several months.

My 16 month old loves this book. We have to read it a least twice everytime he picks it out. I love

the simple language, "with the digger we can dig, dig, dig" that captures his attention and the bright

colors on the page. All kids love construction equipment, especially boys. He loves the last page

with all the playground equipment.

Love the pictures but can't get over the fact that they call the dump truck a "tipper truck" -- we edited

ours with a sharpie but wouldn't have purchased the book if we would have seen it in a book store

first and noticed. The story is cute though so if that won't bother you, the book would be a good

purchase.

I borrowed this book from my local library, and my son cried when we had to return it, so I decided

to purchase a copy. It was money well spent. The large, concise text and colorful imagery is great

for toddlers, and my son (almost 2 years old) repeats many of the words back to me with

excitement. I'm looking forward to more books from this author in the future.
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